
The traditions of Antarctic exploration and science established during the
‘Heroic Age’ remain strong in Plymouth and the South West. Direct
connections are maintained by the work of the British Antarctic Survey
Medical Unit, based at Derriford. Elsewhere in the City, the Marine Biological
Association and the Plymouth Marine Laboratory are still at the forefront of
ocean and marine science.
As with some of the men who sailed South with Scott, the South West has
also been home to a number of British Antarctic Survey (BAS) scientists.

Paul was based at Halley for two years from 1967 to 1969.
Halley is a base on the Brunt Ice Shelf (75°35'S 26°34'W)
- in use from 1956 to date. Current scientific activity focuses
on the atmospheric sciences - but also survey work, geology
and glaciology.
The Glacial Retreat in Antarctica and De-glaciation of the
Earth System - the GRADES Programme - continues to
investigate the state and stability of the Antarctic ice sheet.
An important aim of the research is to improve predictions of
Antarctica’s contribution to global sea level rise.
Paul moved to Plymouth in 1973 and is an active member
of the Devon and Cornwall Polar Society.

John worked with the Falkland Islands Dependency Survey,
the forerunners of BAS, from 1960-63. During this period,
large areas of the Antarctic Peninsula were being surveyed
using dog sled teams for transport into the field. Survey trips
would last for two to three months. The surveyors worked in
teams of two men - each man with a sled and nine dogs.
John’s work is acknowledged by Killingbeck Island
(67°32'S 68°7'W), a small island east of Rothera Point, off
the south-east coast of Adelaide Island. John has continued
his connection with the Antarctic, lecturing on Polar cruise
ships and to school and adult groups. He is also an active
member of the Devon and Cornwall Polar Society.

John Killingbeck was invited back to the Antarctic Peninsula
to undertake the last dog sled journey from the British
Rothera base. The use of dogs in Antarctica was then banned
because they were non-native animals. All dogs were removed
from the continent as a condition of the Antarctic Treaty.
It was Killingbeck and John Sweeny who worked the last
fifteen dogs on the last Antarctic dog sled expedition. This
was the end of a grand tradition which stretched back to
Bochgrevink’s British Antarctic Expedition of 1898-1900,
when dogs and sledges were taken South for the first time.
Afterwards, the men traveled with the dogs, by plane,
to the Falkland Islands, then to London and onto Boston, USA.
The younger dog team, ‘The Admirals’, were then worked
from St James’s Bay along the coast of Hudson Bay to their
new home with the Inuit at Inukuak - the area from where the
dog’s ancestors had originated.
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Killingbeck Island. Named in 1964 after John B. Killingbeck.
Photograph: Edo Gerkema, The Polar Conservation Organisation

Halley 2 after first winter, 1967-68
The Base was replaced in 1973, having been crushed and damaged by the build-up of snow and ice.
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The last husky dog sledge journey in the Antarctic, January 1994
Taken at Quinalt Pass, Alexander Island.
From a souvenir postcard lent by John Killingbeck

Killingbeck Island. Small island lying east of Rothera Point, off the south east coast of Adelaide Island.
Photograph: Edo Gerkema, The Polar Conservation Organisation



The United Kingdom Antarctic Heritage Trust (UKAHT) was set-up in
1993 to help conserve historic Antarctic buildings and artefacts, with
the aim of promoting and encouraging public interest in Antarctic heritage.
UKAHT give grants to help museums and archives acquire and preserve
Antarctic objects. UKAHT have very generously supported this Exhibition.
In Antarctica, UKAHT helps care for some of the early British scientific
bases - located on the Antarctic Peninsula itself, but also in the South
Georgia region. In addition, through the New Zealand Antarctic Heritage
Trust, UKAHT is supporting the International Antarctic Heritage Trust in
the major and ongoing project to conserve the historic huts dating from
‘Heroic Age’ - including those used by Scott and Shackleton.

The oldest British huts were built by the explorers Borchgrevink, Scott and
Shackleton in the Ross Sea area. They still contain historic fixtures and fittings,
discarded possessions and supplies. These huts are central to the story of
Antarctic exploration - and a unique part of Britain’s Antarctic heritage.
On the Antarctic Peninsula, the later base at Port Lockroy is designated as
Historic Site and Monument No.61 under the Antarctic Treaty. UKAHT run it
as a museum and post office, with profits helping to fund yet more repair and
conservation work. Work has also taken place at Wordie House and Damoy
Refuge - and the old Base 'W' at Detaille Island has been made structurally
sound and weather-tight.
UKAHT’s educational programme encourages a broad public interest in the
Antarctic, both past and present - using the pioneering British explorers and
scientists for inspiration.

Preserving our Antarctic Heritage

Scott’s Hut at Cape Evans in 2004 - with meteorological screen in foreground
Courtesy of S-L Evans

Scott’s Discovery Hut at Hut Point in 2004
Courtesy of S-L Evans

Shackleton’s Hut at Cape Royds in 2004
Courtesy of S-L Evans

Port Lockroy, Antarctic Peninsula, 1962
Courtesy of the U.S. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration



During the early years, the Institute’s main aim was to provide
a place where Polar travellers and explorers could meet - and
where material of Polar interest could be collected and made
accessible for research. In the 1930s, SPRI became a base
for a number of important expeditions to the Arctic and
Antarctic. During the Second World War (1939-44), the Institute
served as a centre for research into cold weather warfare.
SPRI is now well-known world wide. It is a part of the
University of Cambridge and a sub-department of the
Department of Geography. The Institute is home to several
research groups - investigating a range of issues in both
the Arctic and Antarctic regions.
The SPRI Polar Library and Museum contains a unique
reference collection of books, artefacts, journals, paintings,
photographs, clothing, equipment, maps and other materials
of interest to students of polar exploration, history and science.
An ever increasing amount of information is now available
online at the SPRI website.

The British public’s response to the news of death of Captain Scott
and his Polar Party colleagues was huge. The Mansion House Scott
Memorial Fund closed at £75,000 - worth over £5.5million today.
After money had been donated to the families and dependants, a large
sum was used to create the Scott Polar Research Institute (SPRI)
at Cambridge - a pioneering international centre for Polar research
and heritage. The broad aims of the Institute reflect Scott’s view of the
importance of science.
SPRI have kindly loaned artefacts and provided many of the photographs
for this Exhibition.

Scott Polar Research Institute

Scott Polar Research Institute, Cambridge, 2011
Licensed with permission of the Scott Polar Research Institute, University of Cambridge

SPRI research at both Poles. Constructing a weather
station on the Greenland Ice Sheet, June 2009
Scott Polar Research Institute, University of Cambridge

Youth, 1920 - sculpture, representing Scott, by his widow Kathleen Scott.
The SPRI building was completed in 1934 Image Creative Commons



Britain’s scientific interest in the Antarctic continued during the
1920s and 30s, supporting thirteen research voyages. BAS has
its roots in a secret Second World War operation which also
had a scientific role - collecting data on Antarctic biology, geology
and weather. In 1945, the operation of three War-time bases
transferred to the Falklands Islands Dependencies Survey
- renamed BAS in 1962.
Since then, BAS has become a world-leader in Antarctic research.
Based in Cambridge and now part of the Natural Environment
Research Council, BAS has over 400 staff. It operates three
stations in the Antarctic at Rothera, Halley and Signy, with two
on South Georgia at King Edward Point and Bird Island. Their
work is supported by two Royal Research Ships - the RRS James
Clark Ross and RRS Ernest Shackleton and five aircraft.

Each year, four new doctors take-up a position with BAS and spend
six-months training at Plymouth Hospitals Trust at Derriford, before
traveling to the Antarctic. During their nine to eighteen months
of service in Antarctica, most will research a related health issue.
Plymouth Hospital itself benefits from additional funding and
training opportunities - including the opening of the specialist
‘Discovery Library’ in 2007.
An intensive course prepares the doctors to manage virtually any
medical or surgical problem in the Antarctic - and Plymouth Hospital
continues to provide long distance support and advice, 24-hours
a day. BASMU also oversees the medical screening and occupational
health advice for all BAS staff, as well as advising on medicines
and equipment for the Antarctic stations, ships and aircraft.

British Antarctic Survey (BAS) has been
responsible for most of the United Kingdom’s
scientific research in Antarctica for the past
sixty-years. The five research stations they
operate carry out a range of scientific
programmes - many inspired by the
pioneering investigations of the ‘Heroic Age’
and, notably, the British Expeditions led by
Scott and Shackleton.
British Antarctic Survey Medical Unit (BASMU)
has been based in Plymouth since 1997,
providing members of BAS with medical
advice, support and training.
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British Antarctic Survey field camp with aircraft support, c.1995
Courtesy of British Antarctic Survey

After skiing around the Halley Research Station
perimeter at minus 45°C, 2007-8
Courtesy of British Antarctic Survey

Scientist launching a meteorological balloon
at Rothera Research Station, Antarctica, 2009-10

Courtesy of British Antarctic Survey


